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Heritage
Heritage Listed Buildings (City of Toronto)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

“The property at 153-185 Eastern Avenue is recommended for inclusion on the City of Toronto Inventory of Heritage Properties for its cultural resource value or interest”
“Collectively, [the buildings] are historically and architecturally significant as a good example of an
industrial enclave in the area adjoining the lower Don River”
“In 1914, the Dominion Wheel and Foundries Company, producer of railway equipment, began a
long-term occupancy of the site as the tenants of the Canadian Northern Railway”
“Surviving historical maps and records indicate that the four buildings on the site were constructed
between 1917 and 1929”
The buildings share red brick cladding and restrained Classical detailing
The principal (north) façade extends four bays where full-height brick piers organize flatheaded
window openings. The latter openings, that extend two stories and incorporate industrial sash
windows, are repeated along the side walls (east and west). To the east, the former warehouse at
169 Eastern features a two-storey plan beneath a flat roof with brick corbelling
Within an area of archaeological significance

Historic heavy industry uses in the area
Major redevelopment of the are began in 2011,
converting the formerly industrial zone into a
mixed use, mixed income communities

Site during construction in 2012

https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/2004/agendas/committees/ts/ts040914/it017.pdf
Photos: Mahnouish Kohpael

Contemporary Context
Masterplanned Community
•
•
•

Officially designated as Block 17 and 36 in the West Don Lands
A Waterfront Toronto community
Part of a 15 year build-out

Block 17 + 36 : The Foundry Buildings

https://urbantoronto.ca/news/2020/06/henning-larsen-designed-rental-towers-planned-west-don-lands
https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2010/te/bgrd/backgroundfile-33146.pdf

Planning
Legislation
•
•

The area is governed by a masterplan
Falls within both the King-Parliament and Central Waterfront secondary plans

Height
•
H13m

H13m

Staff reports from 2010 have a
height restriction of 13m
There have been several site specific zoning amendments nearby to
increase heights to mid-rise forms
within 500m of the site
Predominant heights for in the
area directly surrounding the
site are 15-36m with select point
towers
3 meter setbacks in this area

•

•

•

Open Space
•

•
•

Staff reports suggest outdoor
connectivity across the site with a
mews
Potential to add a playground of
musical instruments
Numerous quality gathering
spaces in the immediate area

https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2010/te/bgrd/backgroundfile-33146.pdf

Program
An adaptive reuse of the heritage buildings into a Creative Incubator Centre for musicians, with the
main floor open to the community, residents, and tourists, while the upper floors would be reserved for
musicians with rooms for practice, rehearsal, mentoring and meeting rooms, tenants such as the IRCPA
and other music organizations, and recording studio.

Site Boundary
Office Building
The Warehouse
Machine Shop

Machine Shop
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcoming cafe
Box Office for two venues
A reference music library and record shop (on consignment) ,
Retail Gift shop welcoming visitors/tourists/community members
Exhibits honouring Canadian musicians, past and present
Administration, Management Office and Board Room
Smaller, chamber, performance, audition, rehearsal venue

The Warehouse
•
•
•

Large performance, rehearsal, and audition venue
Rented out for private functions
Recording studio

Office Building
•
•
•
•
•

Practice and rehearsal rooms
Shared office space and equipment for tenants such as arts organization IRCPA
Shared meeting rooms for meeting, mentoring, workshops
Shared kitchen for tenants
After school music lessons

New Buildings
•

Potential new building to create affordable housing or office space on site that contributes to the
character of the development while contributing to economic sustainability of the project

